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Lexical tone is a linguistic feature which can present difficulties for second lan-
guage learners wanting to revitalize their heritage language. This is true not only
from the standpoint of understanding and pronunciation, but also because tone
is often under-documented and resources are limited or too technical to be useful
to community members. Even with these challenges, carefully attending to the in-
tricacies of a language’s sound system allows learners to express themselves more
“authentically” or “naturally,” which can be important for confidence and accep-
tance as language users. Learners can be trained to distinguish tones by attending
to acoustic or auditory cues related to tone (e.g., pitch contour). This paper de-
scribes multimedia resources designed to focus learner attention on perceiving
tone – visual and audio accompaniments helping to increase the perception of
tone in Cherokee, a severely endangered Native American language. We created
resources for tone in the form of an electronic presentation containing explana-
tions, example recordings, and intuitive images to provide audio and visual sup-
port for language learners. Presentation and format choices were collaboratively
designed based on community requests, with an explicit attempt to de-jargonize
materials and make them less technical and more accessible to community mem-
bers.

1. Language and language loss: Cherokee1 Cherokee is a polysynthetic Native Amer-
ican language categorized as severely endangered on the UNESCO scale (UNESCO
2003). No children are known to be learning it as a first language (L1), and fewer
than 10% of tribal members consider themselves fluent speakers (Cherokee Nation
2003). The sole member of the southern branch of Iroquoian languages, Cherokee is
the only Iroquoian language with lexical tone (Cook 1979; Johnson 2005; Lindsey
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1985; Montgomery-Anderson 2008; 2015; Pulte & Feeling 1975; Scancarelli 1987;
Uchihara 2009; 2013; 2016; Wright 1996). This feature of the language presents
difficulties for second language (L2) learners working to revitalize their heritage lan-
guage, not only from the standpoint of understanding and pronunciation, but also be-
cause there are limited resources (e.g., few speakers metalinguistically aware of these
specific characteristics, lack of representation in the writing systems, and limited doc-
umentation or description of tone; Herrick et al. 2015). Furthermore, even when
there are excellent sources rich with linguistic data and often containing in-depth lin-
guistic analyses (for Cherokee see e.g., Feeling et al. 2010; Montgomery-Anderson
2008, 2015; Poell 2004; Pulte & Feeling 1975; Scancarelli 1987; Uchihara 2009;
2013; 2016; Wright 1996), community members are often unable or unwilling to
wade through the technical linguistic detail in order to turn the sources into useful
teaching materials. Despite these challenges, learners often find it worth carefully
attending to the intricacies of a language’s sound system because expressing oneself
more “authentically” or “naturally” can be important for confidence and acceptance
as language users (Carpenter 1997; Hinton & Hale 2001) rather than being discour-
aged by derision for accents (Miyashita & Chatsis 2013).

To address these challenges, we strove to 1) document Cherokee tone and vowel
length, as well as 2) create accessible and jargon-lite learning and practice materials.
This paper focuses on incorporating information acquired during the documentation
phase to create tools to aid learners with learning tone. See Herrick et al. (2015) for
a description of activities related to the first component of the project that empha-
sized raising awareness of vowel length and tone, understanding their critical roles in
Cherokee, and capacity building with respect to these components of the language.
That project reached what Hyman (2014) described as Stage I of the study of a tone
language. In working with speakers and learners, we followed many of the canonical
techniques for studying tone languages (see e.g., Cruz & Woodbury 2014 and other
papers in the highly recommended LD&C article series edited by Bird & Hyman
2014). In our work, we started with small, morphologically simple words and built
in complexity over time, and even tried a few less canonical techniques (see Herrick
et al. 2015). Although we focus on shorter words here, we do wish to make explicit
that a key difference between Cherokee and most other tonal languages is that Chero-
kee is a polysynthetic language and is filled with rather long, multi-syllable words as
opposed to primarily mono- and di-syllabic words. In addition, while most documen-
tation focuses on working solely with native speakers, our work incorporates both
native speakers and language learners. This paper describes basic characteristics of
Cherokee tone, discusses why tonal features can be difficult for L2 learners, touches
on how enhancements can aid learning, and illustrates how we designed resources
and incorporated supportive features highlighting components to scaffold how learn-
ers perceive and practice tone at an introductory level in Cherokee.

2. Characteristics of Cherokee tone Based on an acoustic analysis, Herrick et al.
(2015) found a strong match to the Pulte & Feeling (1975) grammar and dictionary
descriptions of Cherokee vowel length and tone. Most published work agrees that
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Cherokee possesses mid (sometimes called “low”) and high level tones, a low falling
tone, a high falling tone, a rising tone, and a super-high tone (high rising) (see e.g.,
Herrick et al. 2015; Montgomery-Anderson 2008; 2015; Poell 2004; Pulte & Feeling
1975; Scancarelli 1987; Uchihara 2013; 2016; Wright 1996). This labeling can be
termed the“traditional”description of Cherokee tone. An alternative view notes that
long vowels can host the full range of tones while short vowels appear limited to the
level tones, and this has led some to propose a slightly simplified but more abstract
phonological analysis of tone (see e.g., Montgomery-Anderson 2008; 2015). Such
linguistic sources are often jargon-rich, technical, and difficult for non-specialists like
community members to work through. In the case of Cherokee tone, the fact that
the terminology and representation of tone differs from source to source creates addi-
tional difficulty. To provide information in a useable form, our approach here follows
the traditional model represented in Table 1 with example entries from the Pulte &
Feeling (1975) dictionary.

Table 1. Illustration of Cherokee tones (data from Pulte & Feeling 1975)

Tonal description Pulte & Feeling IPA Gloss

low-fall sv1gi sʌ̀ːgı ̂ ‘onion’
mid (short vowel) ạ2ma āmâ ‘water’
mid sa2sa sāːsâ ‘goose’
rising we23sa wěː sâ ‘cat’
high (short vowel) ạʔ3ni aʔ́nı ̂ ‘strawberry’
high a3ma áː mâ ‘salt’
falling kiỵu32ga kıȳûːgâ ‘chipmunk’
super-high ga⁴du ga̋ːdû ‘bread’

A small dot under a vowel indicates it is short in duration (the absence of a dot
indicates a long vowel) and the superscript numbers represent rough pitch contours,
where 1 is the low end and 4 is the high end of the scale. Pulte & Feeling (1975)
note that the super-high tone labeled as [4] is actually a [3]-to-[4] rising tone, and
the low-fall labeled as [1] is a fall from [2] to [1] (see also Herrick et al. 2015 or
Uchihara 2013; 2016 on this point). Final vowels are predictably a high-falling tone,
and, following conventions of Pulte & Feeling (1975), they are not marked. We also
include a column with more traditional IPA transcriptions. We note that the [ʌ] in
[sʌ̀ːgı]̂ is a nasalized vowel, but we have removed the nasal diacritic to make the tone
diacritic more easily visible.

While such a system is accessible to those adept at interpreting such linguistically-
rich representations, it can be difficult for those who are less comfortable doing so
or less familiar with this technical linguistics jargon. Community members felt that
a more intuitive presentation of tone would be helpful – especially for beginning
language learners who lack native speaker intuitions (Herrick et al. 2015).

3. Challenges to learnability and enhanced input for tone Simply put, learning to
perceive and produce tone in an L2 can be challenging for L1 speakers of non-tonal
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languages (Bluhme & Burr 1971; Iverson et al. 2003; Kiriloff 1969; Orie 2006; Shen
1989;Wang et al. 1999). A full review of this topic would lead us astray; however, we
share an overview of the ideas as follows. Learners bring L1 understandings of pitch
to second language learning (Broselow et al. 1987; Chandrasekaran et al. 2010; Orie
2006; White 1981), and this creates interference because of the difference in func-
tional load carried by pitch (or fundamental frequency) in tonal versus non-tonal
languages. Acoustic cues habitually attended to in the L1 serve different purposes
in the L2, meaning the learner is likely not sensitive to the specific associations for
the L2 (Gandour 1983; Jongman & Moore 2000). Difficulty for learning is associ-
ated with pronunciation predispositions from the L1 (Cook 1996), especially with
non-tone language speakers weighting acoustic cues for tone such as “height” (level
pitch patterns) and “direction” (pitch changes or trajectories) differently from tone-
language speakers (Gandour 1983). Important acoustic information with respect
to tones, such as fundamental frequency (Howie 1976), amplitude (Whalen & Xu
1992), and duration (Fu et al. 1998) provide vital phonological information. And
as Cruz & Woodbury (2014) note for Chatino, although tone can be intimidating
and formidable, its many roles make it critical to a language and thus, important for
learners.

Learning tone can be overwhelming and frustrating (Orie 2006), especially if the
complexity of linguistic descriptions and documentation are inaccessible or perceived
as less than helpful for language learning and revitalization (Penfield &Tucker 2011;
Rice 2011). Resources need to be useable – transformed from technical to teachable
and learnable (Cope & Penfield 2011; Penfield & Tucker 2011) – in ways that are re-
sponsive to community needs through collaborative endeavors that take into consider-
ation specific variations within each community (Herrick et al. 2015; Grinevald 2003;
Yamada 2007). Though challenges exist, learners can be guided to distinguish phone-
mic contrasts and tones (Bradlow et al. 1999; Lively et al. 1993; Logan et al. 1991;
Sereno &Wang 2007;Wang et al. 1999;Wang et al. 2001;Wang et al. 2003;Wang et
al. 2006; Wayland & Guion 2004; Wayland & Li 2008; Wong & Perrachione 2007).
Re-focusing learners’ attention on the relevant linguistic components of a language
and reducing emphasis on less important information guides learners’ perceptions
about what to pay attention to in the language they are learning (Chandrasekaran
et al. 2010; Francis & Nusbaum 2002; Francis et al. 2008; Nosofsky 1987). In
our work on Cherokee, we responded to these concerns by incorporating community
feedback to build tone learning resources to provide easy repetition of recordings of
short words with clear and intuitive visual cues.

Although communication, not metalinguistic understanding, is often the goal of
language lessons, sometimes focusing on specific linguistic components can facilitate
overall language development. Our use of explicit instruction and visual cues to assist
learners with tone is well supported in the literature. Porretta &Tucker (2015) found
that providing information about specific features of an L2 can advance learners’
processing of non-native contrasts. Additionally, research on L2 learning and lesson
design advocates incorporating enrichments to create opportunities for learners to
notice linguistic features of interest (Lyster 2004; Sharwood Smith 1993; Sharwood
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Smith & Truscott 2014). Emphasizing specific components by enhancing salience
through different techniques (e.g., explanation, bolding, highlighting, differentiated
fonts, colors) aids learners’ ability to focus on target characteristics. This focus, in
turn, serves to encourage development of metalinguistic skills. Second language learn-
ers benefit from recognition and awareness of enhanced linguistic features, particu-
larly by adding intuitive visualizations of pitch (Schaefer et al. 2016). Native speakers
of a language, in contrast, are more likely to know that words that mean different
things simply sound different, but they may not have the metalinguistic skills to be
explicitly aware of tones, for example, or how to describe them (Himmelmann &
Ladd 2008). Second language learners can use explicit metalinguistic instruction to
help in the acquisition of native-like tones (Wang et al. 1999). To increase salience of
tones, studies have recommended visual and audio accompaniments (Bluhme & Burr
1971; Chun 1998; Chun et al. 2013; Hardison 2004; Levis & Pickering 2004; Liu et
al. 2011). This entails creating multi-modal input to support learners’ perception. In
addition to improving the ability to accurately perceive and identify tones, this has
been shown to both improve that perception and also to generalize to production
(Wang et al. 1999). That is, developing the ability to perceive tonal differences can
be used as a base for teaching the production of tone at a future time.

Our design process for enhancement kept in mind research findings that suggest
the complexity and potential confusion of input associated with tones can be lessened
by providing visual pitch contours with written forms accompanying audio materials
(e.g., Liu et al. 2011; Schaefer et al. 2016) and presenting tones in pairs (e.g.,Wang et
al. 1999). Additionally, Liu et al. (2011:1122) indicate that“multimodal training that
combines visual and auditory training can be even more effective, especially if the use
of two modalities is designed to support learner attention to tone information.” For
our project, some participants reported that they had an easier time distinguishing
Cherokee tones after they were introduced to the visuals of pitch tracks that we ex-
tracted from Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2013). This approach has also been noted
to help learners of other tonal languages (Liu et al. 2011; Wang et al. 1999). We fol-
lowed the learners’ preference and developed enhanced input in the form of extracted
images to accompany recorded examples of the various Cherokee tones.

Cherokee learners participating in the documentation portion of the project (Her-
rick et al. 2015) indicated that they were more comfortable with listening tasks than
speaking ones, so we focused on collaboratively developing a set of listening resources
for review and practice of tones. This included raising the profile of language use
in the community and fostering the use of language in varying domains (such as
the home, ceremonies, school, workplace, etc.). We found that a multi-pronged ap-
proach to the materials, using both visual and acoustic strategies, was advocated for
by participants and well-received as support material. One of our goals, in terms of
success, was creating a collaborative sense of community between speakers, learners,
and teachers. In order to encourage learning and value what participants were able
to do in the language as something to build on, rather than a deficit-view focusing on
what they were not able to do, we provided the support requested for learning tones
in a form that was accessible for their learning.
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4. Building Cherokee tone resources for learner practice Technically documented
information can be difficult for communities to use. We sought to make the data
accessible, keeping in mind Penfield & Tucker’s (2011) admonition to understand
community needs and to structure information in useable, useful forms. For this por-
tion of our work, the overall objective was to develop and promote viable approaches
to the teaching and learning of Cherokee tone.

We incorporated data and techniques from the documentation processes (Her-
rick et al. 2015) into opportunities for students learning Cherokee at Northeastern
State University (NSU) Tahlequah, Oklahoma, to practice tone. Through discussions
with faculty and students, we determined that Microsoft’s PowerPoint would serve
as an appropriate delivery mode because most people had access to this presentation
program, it had an easy interface, and the format was familiar, requiring little or
no training for users. These factors, along with the ability to insert audio we had
recorded and to easily insert and edit images, made it an effective format choice for
learning aids.

Feedback from participants in documentation and training sessions (discussed in
Herrick et al. 2015), in addition to informal discussions with speakers and learn-
ers, allowed us to shape information into a trial lesson for use at NSU. This pilot
study consisted of a brief lecture with an accompanying PowerPoint that contained
explanations, multiple examples, visual contours for Cherokee tones, embedded au-
dio, guided note-taking materials, and practice exercises. After the lesson, partici-
pants completed a follow-up questionnaire to share their reactions to the material
presented. They stated that the recordings and visuals were helpful and requested
more examples be added. Additionally, their language teacher stated he could fore-
see posting such lesson ideas on his Blackboard site (the university online learning
management system) for his classes. Making the materials available online allows
students to continue practicing and developing their skills in Cherokee tone within
and beyond the classroom. Based on student responses to this NSU lesson, we made
further refinements to our resources and developed stand-alone resources that would
allow learners to practice on their own. These practice materials contain explana-
tions, multiple examples with audio and visual contours for Cherokee tones, and
other practice slides. Overall format choices (e.g., Romanized representations, in-
clusion of translations and audio, grouping by tone, and visual enhancements) were
based on community requests and reflect the collaborative aspect of this project. In
what follows, we present some examples and explanations of the types of slides we
created for this project.

We compiled a small set of audio recordings2 of two-to-three syllable words to
illustrate all six Cherokee tones as the audio base for the learner tools. Then, we
used Praat to extract pitch tracks from the relevant tone in each word. The perti-

2Three speakers participated in these recording sessions. The data presented here are averages from a
single native speaker – an elder acknowledged in the community as being one of the best speakers (male,
L1 Cherokee, over 65). The PowerPoint materials we created made use of recordings from two speakers
(both male, both raised with Cherokee as the language of the home during early childhood, one over 40,
the other over 50) with the possibility for the community to add speakers and recordings in the future.
These two speakers are also acknowledged as excellent speakers in the community.
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nent tone-bearing vowel of each word was marked and labeled in a TextGrid (see
Figure 1). We used a script to measure the pitch of each tone at five equidistant
points (780 total measurements for the data set), and next averaged and plotted the
points for each tone as a line graph. The result was a visual representation of the
pitch changes for each of the six tones which we referred to as “tone art” (see Fig-
ure 2 and Figures 6-9 below; for more detail see Herrick et al. 2015). Finally, to
assist learners in developing a better sense of the acoustic quality of each tone, we
created a set of individual PowerPoint slides that paired the visual “tone art” for each
tone with audio recordings of words illustrating that specific tone (see especially Fig-
ure 6 below; an example PowerPoint with embedded audio can be downloaded at
https://tinyurl.com/y89pphgb).

Figure 1. Praat TextGrid and line graph

Figure 2. “Tone Art” slide illustrating visual representations of pitch contours
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Initial explanatory slides in the presentation contained background metalinguis-
tic information and explanations (Figure 3). These focused on de-jargonizing techni-
cal linguistic information to convey relevant information useful to language learners.
This follows Porretta & Tucker’s (2015) suggestion that learners can benefit from
information about unique features of a language.

Figure 3. Explanations and definitions of tone

Slides with examples attempted to clarify the complexity of spoken versus written
representations by presenting background metalinguistic information with examples
from commonly known vocabulary (Figure 4). This, again, addressed metalinguistic
understanding by explicitly pointing out the ways in which traditional written forms
might not overtly indicate subtle yet crucial linguistic information relevant to pro-
nunciation. This also served as a way to introduce and motivate the importance of
linguistic features like tone and vowel length.

Figure 4. Examples of how tone works

Specific design enhancements sought to make information noticeable and more
comprehensible to learners. This included emphasizing key information with bolding,
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color, and increased font size to draw learners’ attention and focus to the pertinent
characteristics, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Example use of bolding, color, and font size to make tonal features more
salient

The next step was to introduce visual representations of tone and explain, briefly,
how we created those images. This was done with Figures 1 and 2 and by discussing
the six tones, one by one. For each tone, we created a slide similar to that shown
in Figure 6. The name for each tone was given in the upper left of the slide. Below
this, we provided several examples of (relatively) common words containing that
tone (learners requested that we include English translations and that the Cherokee
be spelled in Romanized characters rather than syllabary). The portion of the word
containing the tone was bolded and set in a distinct color, and audio files were em-
bedded in the slide. To the right of the examples, we presented the tone art – a visual
representation of the pitch values associated with the tone. In the upper right corner,
we presented the tone art for all six tones, with the image for the tone we wanted
learners to focus on bolded and in color so that it was salient and in visual context
with reference to the other tones.

Figure 6. Example of enhancements for a tone
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To provide practice opportunities, we set up contrasting pairs of tones (see Figure
7). Again, we used bolding, font size, color, audio, and visual images to enhance the
salience of each tone. This moved learners from focusing on one sound’s character-
istics to a finite comparison with another as a way to further build metalinguistic
understanding of the characteristics of tone.

Figure 7. Example illustrating paired contrasts of rising and falling tones with images,
color, font size, and bolding enhancements

Other practice opportunities allowed learners to check if they could identify the
correct tone when limited to two and then three choices (instead of all six; Figure
8; left slide). As learning progressed, transitioning to less and less aid was part of a
pedagogic sequence in which the illustrations could be changed from color to black
andwhite so that the visual was still available, but less distinct. These were also varied
by removing the tone art images (which were used initially to enhance learning and
awareness) so that, as learners became more familiar with the tones, they would not
come to depend upon the support scaffolding (Figure 8; right slide).

Figure 8. Examples illustrating practice opportunities with and without visual pitch
contour aids

Slides with an overview of all the information presented initially as explanations
and/or as summary information contained enhancements (e.g., visual images, color,
bolding, font size, auditory) to provide multi-modal opportunities for learners to
perceive tone (Figure 9). With such scaffolded supports, the materials gave learners
multiple ways to access the new knowledge about the ways in which tone works to
convey information in Cherokee.
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Figure 9. Example of tone information enhanced by complementary visual pitch con-
tours, color, and bolding

5. Future enhancements of resources for learning tone Overall, the work described
here has begun to fill a community need for accessible materials that provide language
learners with an introduction to and practice with lexical tone. These resources were
created in collaboration with the community as part of a larger linguistic documen-
tation project (Herrick et al. 2015), and use and development of language support
materials such as these will enhance opportunities for Cherokee language learning.
Learners requested opportunities to be able to listen and re-listen to tones on their
own. The slides, which included audio files, explanations, and visual accompani-
ments, provided that opportunity in a stand-alone format, and also worked well in a
classroom setting. The materials offered salient and focused attention on the linguis-
tic aspects that needed input exposure, primarily, perceiving tone. Furthermore, these
resources were designed to take highly technical linguistic information and present it
in as salient, non-technical, intuitive, and accessible a way as possible.

Future work should build on and enhance the currently available materials. Es-
tablishing model words to serve as exemplars for tones as reference touchstones can
be helpful. Language teachers/mentors will need to work with learners to determine
which specific examples will be most useful. Some specific audio areas to be consid-
ered include a need for female voices in recordings, additional exemplars with short
vowels, longer words, and eventually sentences incorporating not only lexical tone,
but also the role of tone with respect to grammatical interactions (syntactic and mor-
phological) and overall prosody. Each of these additional pieces can provide more
resources to build a richer context of the functions of tone in Cherokee.

Another area for potential development that could be useful for learners includes
more sophisticated software programs that have additional interactive features (e.g.,
toggling for each word allowing learners to play and replay a single word rather
than an entire set, simultaneous movement along the visual lines as the audio plays,
and the ability to record and compare one’s own recording to the pitch track of the
target sounds). Comparison tasks are fairly easily done with programs such as Praat
and have been used for teaching and learning a variety of linguistic features such
as stress and intonation in EFL (Gorjian et al. 2013; Le & Brook 2011) and tone
in Chinese (Chun et al. 2013). Additionally, mobile-friendly webpages (e.g., Google
Forms using quiz questions matched with feedback about accuracy) and other easy
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access platforms would allow learners to listen to and practice Cherokee tones. In
the absence of such resources, our work here is a first step, and we hope that this
paper will provide other communities with a model for creating enhanced, accessible
tone learning aids using readily available technology for converting highly technical
linguistic documentation into intuitive, accessible, and teachable formats.
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